Since the PAMELA results on the "anomalously" high positron fraction and the lack of antiproton excess in our Galaxy, there has been a tremendous number of studies advocating new types of dark matter, with larger couplings to electrons than to quarks. This raises the question of the production of dark matter particles (and heavy associated coloured states) at LHC. Here, we explore a very simple benchmark dark matter model and show that, in spite of the agreement between the PAMELA antiproton measurements and the expected astrophysical secondary background, there is room for large couplings of a WIMP candidate to heavy quarks. Contrary to what could have been naively anticipated, the PAMELAp/p measurements do not challenge dark matter model building, as far as the quark sector is concerned. A quarkophillic species is therefore not forbidden.Owing to these large couplings, one would expect that a new production channel opens up at the LHC, through quarkquark and quark-gluon interactions. Alas, when the PDF of the quark is taken into account, prospects for a copious production fade away.
I. INTRODUCTION
The new results of experiments such as PAMELA [1, 2] , ATIC [3] , HESS [4] , FERMI [5] have attracted a lot of attention in the dark matter community during the last few months [6] [7] [8] [9] and somehow revived hopes that cosmic ray data could finally shed light on the nature of dark matter. In particular, the apparent conflict between the seeming excess in the positron fraction and the lack of visible anomalies in the antiproton spectrum has encouraged theoreticians to propose new dark matter models with very unusual properties. For example, to fit PAMELA data, a large amount of dark matter models with very large values of the annihilation cross section into leptons and small values of the annihilation cross section into quarks have been proposed in the literature. All these models rely on "local" enhancement mechanisms so that the candidate abundance remains compatible with the measured dark matter relic density while, simultaneously, leading to a very high amount of positrons in our galaxy. The complexity of the mechanisms involved illustrates the difficulty to fit the data and reflects the ongoing theoretical effort to explain the PAMELA positron excess. However, this positron anomaly could be the signature of nearby pulsars supplementing the interstellar medium with a radiation of electrons and positrons. The possibility that spallation reactions take place during the acceleration of primary cosmic rays has also been suggested. In this Letter, we concentrate on the antiproton measurements which are subject to neither speculation nor controversial interpretation. It has been shown indeed that the PAMELAp/p ratio is compatible with a pure astrophysical explanation. Antiprotons are generated inside the galactic disc and result from the interaction of high energy cosmic ray protons and helium nuclei on the interstellar material. The lack of excess in antiprotons may suggest that the WIMP couplings to quarks must be small. However, here, we propose to find what is the maximal coupling that is allowed by the PAMELA antiproton data to verify whether this assertion is true or not. For simplicity, we base our analysis on a generic dark matter model where the WIMP χ is directly coupled to a Standard Model quark q and a heavy coloured partner F q . Inspired by supersymmetry, we shall focus this Letter on a Majorana WIMP so F q is in fact a scalar (and would be equivalent to a squark in supersymmetry). Our approach is generic enough to be applied to other types of dark matter. However a complete survey of the various possibilities (including scalar dark matter species χ and fermionic partner F q ) is beyond the scope of this work (although we anticipate that the results presented here are fairly general). As we will show, the couplings that we obtain are in fact large enough to also have to address the question of the implications of the PAMELA antiproton data for the prospects of dark matter indirect detection at LHC. In "Standard" supersymmetry, the heavy states F q are produced mostly through gluon-gluon fusion proton-proton collisions. They are expected decay into missing energy (the dark matter) and a jet (corresponding to the quark q) shortly after production. Hence, this channel constitutes an important source for dark matter particles production at LHC. However, if the direct dark matter couplings to quarks are larger than usually expected in "standard" supersymmetry, new channels could open up with qq,and qg interactions, thus providing new possible signatures and increasing the discovery potential at LHC. Hence the importance of characterising the direct dark matter couplings to quarks in light of PAMELA antiproton data. To constrain the dark matter characteristics (mass and properties of the particles to which dark matter is coupled), we proceed as follows: we first use in Sec. II a realistic cosmic ray propagation code to calculate the antiproton flux at the earth expected from conventional spallations and dark matter annihilations. The latter depend on the χ − q − F q left and right couplings c q L and c q R which we want to constrain from the PAMELA antiproton measurements. We then consider a variety of annihilation channels and derive the maximal cross sections allowed by the PAMELA antiproton data. Results are expressed in units of the canonical thermal value of 3 × 10 −26 cm 3 s −1 and referred to as the boost factor hereafter. Because couplings to u, d and s quarks are already severely constrained by direct detection, we focus on c and b quarks. With the help of a Monte Carlo Markov Chain, we delineate in Sec. III the region of parameter space which saturates the upper bound on the boost. Finally, in Sec. IV, we determine the number of events associated with→ FF,→ FF * and qg → Fχ production at LHC and discuss the propects for detecting dark matter related signatures at LHC. We conclude in Sec. V.
II. THE PAMELA ANTIPROTON CONSTRAINTS
The antiproton flux at the earth arises from two sources. Conventional (secondary) antiprotons are produced by the interactions of high energy cosmic ray protons and helium nuclei with the gas of the galactic disc. The annihilation of hypothetical dark matter species in the halo of the Milky Way generates additional (primary) antiprotons. To compute both signals, we have considered the same propagation model as in [10] with the parameters best fitting the boron to carbon ratio [11] . As regards the secondary component, we have used the same local proton and helium nuclei fluxes as in [12] together with the radial distribution of SN remnants given by [13] to retropropagate these fluxes all over the diffusive halo. Concerning the primaries, we have considered a dark matter halo computed by [14] with a local density of ρ ⊙ = 0.3 GeV cm −3 . The distance from the earth to the galactic center is 8.5 kpc. The annihilation cross section is set to the conventional thermal value mentioned above. We have determined the boost by which that value can be increased without exceeding the PAMELA data. We have scanned the WIMP mass from 100 GeV to 1 TeV and considered different annihilation channels. For each channel, the antiproton spectrum before propagation has been calculated with the PYTHIA 6.4 program [15] . The results are summed up in Tab. I. These constraints are quite severe. However, antiproton flux calculations suffer from a lot of uncertainties and changing some of the choices we made may affect these results. As recalled in [16] the local value of the dark matter density is not very well constrained and in fact lies in [0.2; 0.9] GeV cm −3 . The primary antiproton flux being proportional to the square of the local density, one can divide all the results of Tab. I by a factor ranging from ∼ 0.4 to 9. The other uncertainties are summed up in Tab. II. 4) and an isothermal cored profile (5). Cases 6 and 7 correspond to alternative fits of the injection proton and helium nuclei spectra respectively proposed by [10] and [19] .
One should notice that for most cases, the constraints come from the point of highest energy (61.2 GeV) published by PAMELA. This point is the one that suffers the biggest statistical error and its systematic error is unknown yet. Hence the results may change with future publication of new PAMELA data. Indeed the current data correspond to only 500 days of data collection starting the 15th of June 2006 but the satellite is still in orbit and should carry on taking data for at least few more months. Moreover, the uncertainty related to the injection spectra should diminish as soon as absolute fluxes for protons and antiprotons are published. Finally, new data are also expected from PAMELA for the boron to carbon ratio that should help us limit the uncertainties on propagation parameters.
III. THE MCMC AND THE ALLOWED REGION IN PARAMETER SPACE
To find the region of parameter space that reproduces the boost factor as determined in the previous section, we perform a Markov Chain Monte Carlo search. The free parameters of our benchmark model are a priori the dark matter mass, the masses of the heavy scalar partners Our purpose is to explore this 4-D parameter space in order to delineate the regions where the boost is close to the maximal value allowed by PAMELA. The expression of the annihilation cross section is borrowed from [20] . . Hence, we expect the MCMC to select large values for these couplings. This is confirmed by our results since both left and right handed couplings can reach two or three units (with 90% and 68% CL respectively). If we consider a larger variance v B as in Fig. 2 , the trend is the same. Although slightly smaller values of the boost B can be in principle achieved with simultaneously large values of the couplings and mass m F b , the latter would have to be larger than the 2.5 TeV limit which we set. Hence, in this case, our Monte Carlo chooses a large value of one of the coupling (e.g. c b L ) together with a smaller value of the other coupling (e.g. c b R ) and a large value of m F b (still within our limits). Our main conclusion is that the PAMELA antiproton observations do not preclude large values for c b L and c b R . Our naive benchmark model provides therefore a simple example where the WIMP can be quarkophilic and yet satisfy the PAMELA constraints. Note that the correlation plots displayed in Fig. 1 are obtained by saturating the upper limit on the boost obtained in section II. The parameters found in these plots therefore correspond to a large annihilation cross section into quarks, which translates into a relic density smaller than Ω dm h 2 = 0.1099 ± 0.0062 [21] . Since our model simply relies on WIMP couplings to quarks (we do not invoke the Sommerfeld mechanism for example nor annihilations into heavy gauge bosons), this means that we have delineated the region of the parameter space where WIMPs have the "wrong" relic density. Discovering heavy coloured states at LHC decaying into jet + missing energy and with properties matching this region of the parameter space would therefore jeopardise conventional dark matter scenarios.
IV. HEAVY STATES PRODUCTION AT LHC
Since the WIMP couplings to b quarks can be very large, the question of F q production at LHC from quark-quark collisions arises. We are interested in fact in bb → F b F b (which may happen if dark matter is a real scalar or, in our case, a Majorana particle), bb → F bFb and qg → Fχ. Interestingly enough, the→ FF and qg → Fχ cross sections can reach up a few pb or a few hundred f b respectively for large couplings. Such large cross sections seem rather encouraging. However, to get realistic estimates, one has to take into account the parton distribution function (pdf) associated with b-quarks and gluons. By focusing on b, we have definitely considered a case where there is a very large suppression due to the pdf [22] . However, the pdf for c quarks is also suppressed and the boost factor is not so large. Hence b quarks are more or less representative of what is to be at most expected at LHC for these types of F b production processes, given PAMELA antiproton measurements. At large x and Q 2 , convoluting our cross section with the parton distribution function leads to a large suppression of the number of events. We predict less than ten events for pp → F b F b (for a integrated luminosity of f b −1 ) in the region where the bb → F b F b process is supposed to be maximal (i.e. for large couplings) [24] . The pp → Fχ cross section is a bit less suppressed because it involves gluon. However, it is still very small (it can reach at most ten f b, assuming a very small uncertainty on the value of the boost factor). Assuming a greater uncertainty on the boost value does not help. The two cross sections become even smaller since, in this case, larger m F b values are preferred when the dark matter couplings to quarks is greater than unity. Both cases lead to a too small number of events to be detected via the decay (jet+missing energy) of the heavy coloured states F b . Indeed, they would correspond to pure hadronic final states which are extremely difficult to exploit.
V. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we have investigated the constraints that PAMELA set on the WIMP couplings to quarks. We found that coupling values larger than the strong coupling constant could be allowed by PAMELA antiproton measurements. This encouraged us to look at the production of heavy coloured final states from proton proton collisions. We focus in particular on collisions producing F b particles (and therefore b + χ) in the final state, since they might be easier to tag than c-quarks. Also we ignore couplings to u, d, s quarks since dark matter direct detection constraints indicate that these must be suppressed. We find that, despite the large values of the WIMPs couplings to quarks, there is very little hope to produce a large number of coloured states F b through bb, bb,bg process in pp collisions because of the b quark pdf suppression (less than a few 100 events at LHC for most of the parameter space under consideration and a luminosity of 1 f b −1 ). Also, such a final state would be purely hadronic and would be difficult to disentangle from background. Hence, the best channel to constrain the WIMP (direct) couplings to quarks in the absence of other signatures may be, indeed, heavy coloured states production via gluon fusion and their decay into jets plus missing energy. Although there have been many studies advocating leptophilic dark matter particles to fit the PAMELA positron excess, our analysis shows that the PAMELA antiproton measurement also allows for "quarkphilic" dark matter in principle. This property may hold whether dark matter is at the origin of the positron excess or not. To fit both PAMELA antiproton data and positron excess, it therefore seems likely that only the WIMP couplings to gauge boson (the W in particular) may have to be suppressed. Not only are large WIMPs couplings to heavy quarks allowed by PAMELA antiproton data but they may also be difficult to constrain using LHC data since their effect on the cross section can be compensated by very large F q masses and is suppressed by heavy quark pdf folding. This actually constitutes the key point of our analysis and suggests that the dark matter production channel in this simple model will also rely on F q production through gluon gluon fusion. Hence, such "quarphilic" models may be difficult to disentangle from standard supersymmetry, unless one can measure the couplings very accurately. In any case, this analysis shows that even though leptophilic dark matter particles may fit the PAMELA positron excess data, this does not imply that the dark matter couplings to quarks must be suppressed. On the other hand, the strength of the dark matter-quark interactions will remain relatively weak owing to the exchange of heavy messengers F q . 
